Wednesday, September 17, 2014

**Do Now:**
1) Pick up do now sheet and complete it.

**Today’s Agenda:**
1) Do Now
2) Explorers from the rest of Europe
3) Exit-slip

**Learning Target(s):**
I can describe how the Dutch tried to control the clove production on the island of Java.

**Homework:**
Study guide

---

**Leif Erickson:**
- First explorer of European descent to discover America
- Came from Scandinavia
- Named the land he found Vinland

---

**The French in America:**
- French explorers were looking for water route to Pacific (Northwest Passage)
- Explored New France: Quebec, Great Lakes, Mississippi River, and Louisiana- all claimed by France
- Dominated the fur trade
- Jesuit missionaries arrive
- New France remained small

---

**Robert de la Salle:**
- Followed the Mississippi River all the way to the Gulf of Mexico
  - Mississippi and Louisiana were established
  - New Orleans established
The Dutch:

- 1609- Henry Hudson explored the waterways for the Dutch (Netherlands)
- Dutch claimed land, founded New Netherland (now Albany, New York City)
- Dutch focused on fur trade

The Dutch in the Pacific:

- The situation changed with the arrival of the England and Dutch traders- were better financed than the Portuguese
- The changed started when the Dutch seized a Portuguese fort in the Moluccas, they then gradually pushed back the Portuguese
- For the next 50 years, the Dutch controlled Portugueses forts along the coast
- The Dutch drove the English out of the spice trade by containing them to one port on the island of Sumatra

The Dutch and Java:

- They brought the island of Java under their control and established a fort
- They used tactics such as trying to dominate the clove trade by limiting cultivation to one island and forcing others to stop growing and trading the spice

Impact on the Mainland:

- Portuguese and Dutch influence was mostly limited to the Malay Peninsula and Indonesian Archipelago
- The Europeans had limited trade relations with the mainland states
  - Part of a continent, as distinguished from peninsulas or offshore islands
- The mainland states united and drove the Europeans out
- By the end of the 17th century, the Europeans realized that economic opportunities were limited
  - Ports abandoned
English Colonization of America:

- The English had a slow progression toward colonization but it sped up in 1600s
- First colony was Roanoke: failed
- First permanent colony: Jamestown

Motivations:

- Economic opportunities, like many of those who settled in Virginia
- Relief from religious persecution in England
  - Catholics in Maryland
  - Puritans in Massachusetts
  - Quakers in Pennsylvania

John Cabot:

- Wanted to find a direct route to Asia
- Small ships, poor weather, and poor maps were obstacles
- Explored the coast of North America and Newfoundland
- Claimed North America for England
- Made two voyages to America, died on the second voyage

Exit-slip:

❓ Who discovered America?

❓ The Dutch limited the clove trade to _______ port on the island of Java.

❓ The Dutch and Portuguese controlled the….